TEXTILE QUIZ

Name ____________________________ Period ______

MATCHING

_____ 1. Ability of dye to maintain its exact shade of color throughout the life of a garment.

_____ 2. Threadlike strands that may be made into fabric or spun into yards.

_____ 3. To make from raw materials through planned manufacturing processes.


_____ 5. Cloth made by interlacing yarns at right angles to each other.

_____ 6. Cloth made by interloping one or more yarns.

_____ 7. General name not registered by any one manufacturer.

_____ 8. The numbers of yarns twisted together is called the ________.


_____ 10. Name given to a fiber by the company that makes it.

_____ 11. Treatments or processes used to improve fabrics.

TERMS TO USE IN MATCHING

A-COLOR FASTNESS  E-GENERIC NAME  I-PLY
B-FABRIC FINISH  F-CRAINLINE  J-SYNTHESIZE
C-FIBERS  G-KNITTED FABRIC  K-TRADEMARK
D-WOVEN FABRIC  H-YARN  NAME

CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER

12. Which is the best fiber for clothes worn often and washed often:
   a. cotton     b. wool     c. silk     d. ramie

13. Which is NOT a pile fabric?
   a. corduroy   b. velvet   c. terrycloth   c. nylon

14. Which fiber is NOT produced by a plant?
   a. silk  b. flax  c. cotton  d. ramie
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15. What happens to manufactured fibers when they are burned?
   a. become ash    b. bead

16. A fabric made of more than one fiber is called _____.
   a. plys         b. manufactured  c. blend  d. polyester

17. Which does NOT cause damage or change in colors of fabrics?
   a. sunlight  b. bleach       c. air          d. chemicals in deodorants

18. What basic type of weave has a diagonal design on the surface?
   a. satin       b. plain       c. twill       d. pile

19. Name the 5 natural fibers:
   1. 
   2. 
   3. 
   4. 
   5. 

20. Name three natural fibers that wrinkle easily:
    1. 
    2. 
    3. 

21. How is a permanent care label different from a hang tag?

22. What is "pilling"?

23. What type of fabric is made from flax?

24. Which two natural fibers shrink in hot water?
    1. 
    2. 

25. Which two natural fibers cause your skin to itch?
    1. 
    2. 

26. What could you soak clothes in to prevent their colors from running?

27. Would you make a girdle out of acrylic?
    Why?

28. Would you make underwear out of wool?
    Why?

29. Why do "jeans" wear so well for so long?

30. Will finishes wash out of clothes?